
Meinel 17th c. atomism Notes for Sci. Rev. 
Me: Atoms?  Maybe that was simply the wrong question. 
Me: The word atom has changed quite a lot.  It is still changing.  Uncuttable is clearly not the 

current meaning. 
 
p. 69 No proof for atoms (that was credible) in early 17th c.  
In 1624: public announcement in Paris by Jean Bituad and Antoine de Villon (unknown scholars) 

and assisted by Etienne de Clave (physician and chemist) in opposition to Aristotlian nat. 
phil.  In their 14th thesis: “Omnia… esse in omnibus, et omnia componi ex Atomis seu 
indivisibilibus.  Quod utrumque, quia rationi, verae philosophiae, et corporum anatomiae 
conforme est, mordicus defendimus, et intrepidi sustinemus.”  [Rough translation - 
Everything is in its entirety composed from indivisible Atoms.  That whichever, from 
reckoning, by the truth of philosophy, and similar anatomies of bodies, we tenaciously 
defend and fearlessly support.] 

The authorities arrested several people and tore up the theses and forbade such rantings by 
penalty of death.   

p. 70 [It should be noted that transubstantiation of the Eucharist had been well defined under 
Aristotelian matter theory.  Atomism disrupted this.]  “Experientiis atque iteratis rationibus 
ita sua dicta comprobet, omniumque oculis tam aperte subjicitat, ut omnes adstantes 
verissima haec omnia uno simul ore fatentur.” [By experiments and rational repeatable 
methods thus the rules themselves are proven, and by the eyes of all such openness is 
promoted, as all are assisted by truthiness that every one is made by the same 
pronouncement.] 

Robert Boyle, in the 1660s, based his mechanical philosophy on two main principles: matter and 
motion.  He didn’t prove their existence, he assumed them and then worked from there… 
[sort of like doing a Sudoko by guessing the first few squares and seeing if the rest fit.] 

Aristotle beat an anti-atom drum throughout his writings…. Anti-Epicurean and Democratian.   
Averroes has some sort of minima material concept, but it was not utilized in any sort of 

mechanistic way.  
Big Deal: 1417: De rerum natura: Lucretius rediscovered and disseminated.  First printed edition 

1473.  Diogenes Laertius’ biographical histories of philosophy found 1470, (Leucippus, 
Democritus, and Epicurus)  Fracastoro perhaps the 1st to use the new atomic ideas.  Also 
Hero’s Pneumatica was found in the 15th c.(?). 

Almost ironically, Aristotelian commentators (Avicenna and to some extent Averroes) were 
having difficulty with the changing of forms and of explaining mixtures and some concept of 
elemental identity was promoted as the core of a mixture.   

p. 71 Nominalists promoted the supremacy of particulars… number and qualities were just in the 
mind, the only things that existed were things, particulars, individuals.  Meinel explains this 
practical approach, [just the facts/stuff madam, no fancy theory] coming from the practical 
artisans… alchemists, metallurgists, pharmacists… etc.  This opened the path for atomistic 
thought. 

p. 73 III. Epistemological Arguments: These were not so favorable for atomistic reception. 
Claude Gillermet de Bérigard: In 1643 in Pisa published Circulus Pisanus which described 

“qualitative atomism”  His idea was that each atom personified a quality.  Sort of a 
Aristotle/Epicurean hybrid.  As many types of atoms as there are qualities.  These atoms did 
not change, nor did their qualities.  Their combinations and mixtures added up to sensibles 



such as taste and touch and color and such.  Qualities substantiated and permanent.  The 4 
elements became innumerable quality-elements with permanent materiality [and no concept 
of universal I presume unless it is always a particular…?]   

A similar idea was proposed by Sebastian Basso in his Philosophia naturalis adversus 
Aristotelem from 1621.  His was more like, 4 elements = 4 elemental atoms… but he 
admitted that they were not provable. 

Daniel Sennert (1572-1637)  Institutiones medicinae (1611), Epitome scientiae naturalis (1618), 
Hypomnemata physicae (1636): similarly proposed elemental atoms.  Unstudied as of yet 
acc. to Meinel… he seems to be correct… new Newman book with a chapter…? 

Probably the closest to a modern concept of atom was Joachim Jungius in 1632.   
p. 74 Bruon utilized a metaphysical monad/atom, but his were all identical. [Sounds Lucretian in 

a way.] 
General desire on the early atomists to have as few axioms of nature as possible.. following 

Euclid. Jungius insisted on sensually derived knowledge and inductive method… this would 
lead to atoms.   

IV. Arguments from Divisibility:  Relate to problems associated with integral calc. 
p. 76 Sennert dismissed the arguments against atoms based on mathematics.  The issue for him 

was concrete… was nature made up of small bodies? 
 
V. Arguments from Experience and Experiment. 
6 types (acc. to Meinel) 
1. From visible to beyond sight limits: Lucretian based.  Awe at such things as tiny insect 

organs… and extrapolation to super small atoms.  Mostly literary and rhetorical arguments, 
not experimental in any way.  [perhaps also the wearing of a stone arguments…] Tiny specs 
of reflective stuff in a dark room illuminated by a beam of light… considered atoms… How 
small atoms were demonstrated by alcohol through paper demo.  Or how a tiny amount of 
smoke can fill a room.  p. 80 Meinel tells of more fantastic stuff: rose ash reforms into a rose 
with application of a flame… and then turns to ash again. 

2. Microscopic texture arguments. Sennert argues that clouds are not continuous alla Lucretius.  
Microscopists saw all sorts of stuff in a drop of water.  Henry Power in 1661 enthusiastically 
promoted the microscope to see “the illustrious wits of the Atomical and Corpuscularian 
Philosphers durst but imagine.”  He anticipated seeing magnetic particles and atoms of 
light… etc.  p. 83 Some claimed to have seen magnetic “effluvium.”  p. 84 Microscopes 
couldn’t really prove atoms… just suggest them.  They were more effective in describing and 
fleshing out other things… Even the smoothest things under magnification were shown to 
have a granular composition, but this just disproved superficial continuity.   

3. Material transport: Evaporation and growth arguments. Stuff dries and gets wet where no 
visible vapors are seen.  Bread, clothes, etc.  Things get worn: roads, jewelry, statues.  Things 
grow like chalk formations, stalactites, crystals.  Similar to the first argument. [I feel 
Descartes coming here…atoms which divide ad infinitum.] 

4. Condensation and rarefaction… vacuum issues. Ancient atoms were hard and impenetratable 
[so were Newton’s et al.]  Change required motion and a void.  [p. 86]  There were two types 
of void: vacuum separatum (great big 3-D void with bodies floating about) and vacuum 
disseminatum (discontinuous void. defined in part by the bodies it associated with… more 
like the pores in a sponge).  Aristotle and Averroes denied the vacua.  The famous 
demonstration was that a vessel filled loosely with ashes held as much water as an empty 



vessel.  Bacon’s experiment disproved this long held assertion in Sylva sylvarum. Gassendi 
proposed another experiment which he felt vindicated atoms and interspersed vacua theory… 
saline water dissolved alum as well as unsalted water.  Thus, he concluded that variously 
shaped pores (microvacua) in water were receptive only to certain shaped corpuscles.  Cubic 
pores allowed salt and octahedral for alum for example.  Gassendi is not clear about 
volumetric changes. Morin (an anti-Copernican anti-atomist) found that there were 
volumetric changes for both the water to the saltwater to the salt-alum-water.  This hurt 
Gasssendi’s theory. (Meinel notes that some salts, alum among them, that does not affect the 
volume of water they are added to.)   Another highly discussed issue (alla Lucretius) was the 
separation of two perfectly flat surfaces… a vacuum must for a moment result until the air 
has time to rush in.  Although this setup also could be used to argue for nature’s abhorrence 
of a vacuum.  [p. 88] Galileo felt that the resistance of the vacuum explained cohesion… the 
tiny vacua in materials resisted being pulled apart like two glass plates.  He proposed that 
matter was made from an “infinite number of atoms that have no extension at all (atomi non 
quanti), and equally infinite number of dimensionless spaces between them.”  [Discorsi e 
dimonstrazione matematiche 1638, See Drabkin’s “Aristotle’s Wheel” in Osiris, 1950]  This 
theory meant that liquids were totally continuous (no vacua pores) and thus had no cohesion.  
But this suggested a question, “Why do metals melt if heated, but not if crushed with a 
hammer?”        Another issue… in Aristotelian theory, continuous matter could easily have 
differing volumes depending on quality issues such as heat.  The matter just stretched or 
contracted.  Atomic theories were stumped on this one.  Few atomists allowed for a variable 
volume in the interspersed vacua, that could lead to a continuous vacuum… and was avoided.  
Even after Toricelli’s vacuum experiments from 1643, people resisted the idea and insisted 
that there must be something in there.  They tended to believe in a subtle spirit or ether that 
filled this space between atoms[?]… Basso imagined a spiritus between particles making a 
vacuum impossible… [otherwise how springy?] Introduction of spirits and ethers defeated 
the ideal of a mechanical explanation of phenom since they were rather undefined and had 
very strange properties to sop up the anomalies.  A fellow named Magnenus tried to have his 
atoms stretchy but only in 2-D and the 3rd would shrink to keep overall dims constant and 
allow for constant inter-material vacua pores.   Lastly there were the plenum corpuscularians, 
Descartes, Basso, and Berigard who had atoms and not vacuum.  Baso had atoms of heat and 
cold, Gorlaeus had atoms of time but these were exceptions not rules. 

5. Light and magnetism mechanics also sound and heat: Light was generally considered to be 
particulate.  Optics generally didn’t have much to do with physics.  But…. letters bet. Kepler 
and Harriot on the topic: gold leaf could both transmit and reflect light…?... How could a 
single, pure, homogeneous substance do both?  How both transparent and opaque?  [Not very 
Aristotelian.] Kepler not willing to go into physical speculation.  Harriot saw this as evidence 
for atomic theory… somehow…? [Shadows suggest particles.] 

6. Chemical/qualitative change arguments: practical chymists assumed that mixtures and 
compounds contained the constituent parts and all the characteristics of the constituent parts.  
Aristotelian theory was really weird on mixtures.  But they could argue, for example, how do 
fruits ripen and go from bitter and sour to soft and sweet without allowing for a new 
substantial form?  The parts of milk could be curds and whey, but curds to cheese is clearly 
more than chemical. Hard to imagine motion to account for chemical changes.  Spirits and 
ether and Neoplatonic sympathy and antipathy entered to sop up this behavior… again a 
detriment for pure atomism.  Still, if the original constituents could be brought back, atomism 



was redeemed (sort of.)  [p.92] Sennert performed a good experiment: he made electrum 
(gold/silver alloy) He then dissolved the silver from it by putting it in aqua fortis or nitric 
acid.  The gold fell to the bottom of the solution as a powder and the silver was in solution 
with the acid.  He then “precipitated the silver” from the solution… also a powder.  Each 
powder melted into gold and silver.  This is pretty standard alchemical stuff, but Sennert 
wrote it up in terms of atomic theory.   

p. 95 Transmutation of metals: Well known that some springs in eastern Europe would change 
iron into copper after a while.  This is done artificially by immersing iron in water with blue  
vitriol.  [Blue vitriol is copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate, CuSO4·5 H2O.  It occurs in nature in 
this form. With heat it decomposes into copper(II) oxide (CuO), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and 
oxygen (O2).]   

 
Sennert appears to have been aware that blue vitriol was copper in suspension like silver in aqua 

fortis and he therefore admits it is not something for nothing.  The copper was there all along.  
Thus a change in quality was not really happening.  The constituent parts were recovered and 
in Sennert’s view this added credibility to atomic theory.  Sennert did the chemistry… 
dissolving copper in sulphuric acid, adding iron, and measuring the resultant copper that fell 
out of solution… the same amount he had put in originally.  Measurements! 

p. 98 Jungius similarly experimented with blue vitriol.  He found that the iron didn’t become 
copper, it just was coated with a copper sheath.  Unclear in Meinel if it was explained as an 
atom for atom exchange bet. copper and iron or simply a copper coating.  In any event it was 
considered evidence for atomic theory. 

The general point is this: matter is divisible and in division it retains its characteristics. 
p. 101 Boyle notes that there isn’t a very good store of experiments to prove the existence of 

atoms.  Just showing some sort of conservation of quality did not prove atoms one way or the 
other.  It was at best, suggestive.  These experiments made Aristotelian matter theory harder 
to justify, but they didn’t prove much for atomism.   [Of course, we don’t even have a good 
def. for atomism.. I suggest that there was not atomic theory, just problems with Aristotle 
which were called atomism for lack of a better term… and Aristotle was so anti-atomic 
perhaps my enemy’s enemy is my friend.] 

pp. 102-3 Atoms in the 18th c. were assumed but couldn’t be proven.  There was no atomic 
theory that could be put to use.  There was just an underlying belief in corpuscles which 
formed the imaginations.  Without electron theory and all that, it couldn’t do anything. 

[Atomism won because Aristotle lost… it filled his vacuum.  Atomism was not defined, it was 
not a working theory.  It was a story for lack of another.  We cannot say that atomic theory 
was born in the 17th or the 18th or even the 19th c.  In the 17th and 18th c. it was just a name of 
a theory waiting for someone to formulate a theory.  It answered the question, if not 
Aristotle, then what?... How about atoms.  You will note that all the early defs. for atoms no 
longer fit.  Uncuttable, impenetrable, hard, elastic, inelastic, unchanging.  None of these fit.  
They are still symptoms of humans grasping at a theory with rationality.]   

 
 



Old Meinel Article notes.68-103 
68 No experimental proof for atoms until 19th c.  
69 In 1624 Jean Bitaud and Antoine de Villon announced their belief in atomic ideas against 
Aristotle and Paracelsus.  Assisted by Etienne de Clave, a physician and chemist.  This didn't go 
over well.  The theses were torn up, some arrested, and it was "forbidden to propagate anything 
of this nature under penalty of death."   
70 unclear why such a dramatic reaction against atomism... transubstantiation issues?  Boyle in 
the 1660s promoted mechanism and matter/motion explanations, assumed atomic principles, but 
didn't address them directly.  Aristotle refuted atomism frequently in his writings thereby 
propagating interest in atomism.  Greek medical writings had atomic tendencies.  Averroistic 
minima were not quite atoms. 
71 In 1417 Lucretius is rediscovered ... [an atomist could finally defend himself against 
Aristotle]  In 1473 the editio princeps [1st ed printed of Lucretius], In 1470 Diogenes Laertius's 
Latin trans of biographical history of philosophy (Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus 
especially).  Girolamo Fracastoro perhaps first Early Modern to employ atomism to do work in 
his De sympathia et antipathia rerum of 1545.  Hero's Pneumatica later in 1500s was available in 
Latin. 
72 David Gorlaeu's Exercitationes philosophicae of 1620, denied universals, only individuals 
exist.  These abstracted "forms" only existed in thought, not in external reality.  Alchemists and 
craftsmen had more insight on material.   
73 Epistemological arguments for atomism: atomism was not very useful for the rigid 
mechanical atomist.  [led to only sensation, no proof of external] Claude Gillermet de Berigard, 
teacher at Pisa and Padua, (knew Galileo and may have heard the atomistic condemnation of 
1624) in his Circulus Pisanus de veteri et peripatetica philosophia of 1643 proposed "qualitative 
atomism."  Each atom was a quality and various combinations of qualities explained our 
perceptions of them.  Peopler started to propose elemental atomism which had the Aristotelian 
elements as atoms [more or less].  Cites Sennert, Jungius, et al.  
74 Bruno's minimum part, atoms of a sort, no properties, no individuation.  1621, Sebastian 
Basso, atoms as basic idea for pedagogy. 
75 Divisibility arguments for atomism: atoms as limit of divisibility; common line of argument 
from classical times to the renaissance.  Sennert didn't use mathematical arguments for his matter 
theory, he simply found small bodies to be a useful concept for experimentation.   
76 Arguments from experience and experiment: Berigard even describes having seen atoms in a 
sealed jar experiment.  Sennert (alla Lucretius) mentions how alcohol filters through paper... thus 
atoms must be really small.   
78 Johannes Chrysostomus Magnenus (prof of medicine at Pavia) date?, figured out how many 
atoms in a grain of insence.  Charleton did the same thing in 1654 (prolly cribbing from 
Magnenus).  Magnenus, in Democritus reviviscens, ultimately agnostic about atomic size even 
though he tried various rational approaches.  His five atomic principles are in note 36. 
81 Microscopical Perception:    
83  Hooke and Power in the 1660s.  Excited about the possibility of seeing atoms... but never 
quite did. 
84 Material transport:  drying clothes, worn sculpture, evaporation, calcification,  
85 Condensation and Rarefaction: void debates, continuous or discontinuous... ashes in water 
from Aristotle, and Bacon's refutation. 



87 Gassendi has experiment with water, salt, and alum which he thinks proves atoms or void.  
Morin later found that the volume increased and thus Gassendi's deductions were suspect.  
[Meinel says that in fact "water-free alum" does not increase the volume of water.]  
88 Galileo thought that an object has infinite number of atoms and that liquids were a continuous 
substance.  Toricelli's "vacuum" (1643) was not considered by all to be totally empty and thus it's 
support for atomism was not solid. 
89 Basso imagined a "spiritus" (like a Stoic pneuma) finer than air that was in a "vacuum" but 
Meinel thinks this sort of thought was detrimental to atomic credibility since it retreated to weird 
substances for explanations. Magnenus proposed elastic atoms which could stretch in 2D but the 
third got smaller, isoperimetric, he called it.  The moral is that the void was not necessary to be 
an atomist, witness Berigard, Basso and Descartes.   
Atoms of Light:  Basso's atoms of heat and cold, Gorlaeus's atoms of time, and Berigard's quality 
atoms were anomolous.  Light, though, was frequently cited in support of atomism.   
90 Harriot and Kepler discussed partial reflection issues.  How could gold foil be both 
transparent and opaque?  Harriot explored atomic theories while Kepler wanted to keep matter 
theory and optics seperate.  Newton had light atoms, but the influence is more 18th c.  
91-2 Chemical change:   changes of chemical solutions could be changed back into the original 
parts... suggesting atomic autonomy.   
93 Reduction to Pristine state:  hard to know the opinions of the craftsmen, since they did not 
write much.  Angelus Sala, Italian in Germany, pharmacist, 1609 book Anatomia vitrioli, wrote 
at times in Aristotelian terms of form and substantial change... but also had an atomic conception 
of gold chemical issues.  
95-6 Transmutation of metals:  Describes Sennert's change from Aristotelian to Atomist. 
99 The Range of Chemistry:   
101 Boyle more into mechanism ultimately, admitted that no experimental proofs for atomism 
were definitive.  [Me- seems that it was just easier to imagine an atomic situation, the substance 
theory was so hard and ambiguous.]  the atoms were compatable with experiment, not proved by 
experiment. 
103; some good end quotes on theory aquisition. 

 
 

 


